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One problem remains. How do you find 
and buy these books without embarrass
ment when you’re just coming out. If 
you’re out enough to stop by the CGA 
office in the Carolina Union, we have a 
fairly good collection that circulates.
If you decide to buy, a completely 
hassle-free environment exists at the 
Regulator Bookstore in Durham, which 
maintains a specific section on homo
sexuality and lesbians. They stock a 
nice collection that includes many of 
the books on this list. The Bull’s Head 
Bookshop in the UNC Student Stores puts 
some of their books on gays and lesbians 
in the Him/Her/Self section (07). 
Unfortunately I always seems to run into 
86 people I haven’t told when I go up to 
pay for my book there.

A simple way out of the whole mess is 
to order your books through the mail. 
There is Friends of Dorothy bookstore in 
Charlotte and Giovanni’s Room in Phila
delphia. And Lambda Rising’s 112 page 
catalog lists more titles than you will 
believe.

Sorry if I’ve omitted the crucial 
book that changed your life; most of 
these are ones I’ll vouch for person
ally. Some people like to read their 
way out of the closet (or at least sit 
in the closet with the light on reading 
away until they build up courage); the 
more you know about how other people 
have faced coming to terras with who they 
are and who they needed to be, the 
easier the whole process.

-Bill

Lambda is the newsletter of the 
Carolina Gay Association, a gay 
student group at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

We welcome letters to the editor. 
Please type double spaced and limit to 
A50 words. We reserve the right the 
edit for length.

We also welcome advertisers. Rates 
and specifications are available upon 
request.

Mailing address:
Lambda/CGA
Box 39 Carolina Union 065A 
UNC-CH
Chapel H-ill, NC 27514 

The CGA office in 211-B of the 
Carolina Union is open M,W,F 10-3 and 
Thursdays 6-9. Phone 919-962-4401.
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Subscribe
If you’re a graduating student, 

take us with you. Fill in your 
address, and mail it along with $2 
to:

Lambda/CGA
Box 39 Carolina Union 065A
UNC-CH
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Name

Address

City

State ZIP

Moving
If you’re moving, fill in the 

above so we can keep up with you. 
The Post Office does not forward 
us, and charges us whenever they do 
send us your correct address.

The Whole Qay Catalog
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featuring thousands of books for 
gay men and lesbians, their 
families and friends. Our new 
112-page Whole Qoy Catalog 
brings the world of gay and 
lesbian literature as close as your 
mailbox. Order Your Copy Today!

From Lambda Rising, The World’s 
Largest Gay & Lesbian Bookstore,
Send to:

Lambda Rising, Dept, LANC, 
2012 S St„ NW, Wash,, D,C, 20009 
I enclose $2. Please send my copy of

•the Whole Qay Catalog,
Name______________________________
Address 
^City ___ State Zip


